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ABSTRACT

Cross sections for yd •*• 7r°d are presented in the photon energy range

from 500 to 1000 MeV. As the photon energy increases, the cross sections

decrease monotonically with small structures. A significant discrepancy

between experimental and theoretical cross sections is found over the range

from 600 to 850 MeV, The difference is indicative of dibaryon resonances

around 2.5 GeV.

A f.wo-nucteon system has offered an idea for the dibaryon resonances.

In particular the reaction d̂ * n°d is one of dibaryonic exampLes interested

in Looking for the dibaryon resonances of che isoapin unicy. In addition,

this type of reaction will prefer to the photodisintegration of the deuCeron

for resonance hunting, sinee che elasticity of the dibaryon resonances is in

general JC 10 Z level. According to Zayats and OmeLaenko, a behavior of

differencial cross sections in a large angular region is sensitive to the

diba ryon resonances.

On the other hand, experimental cross sections so far measured are almost

concentrated in a region out of our interest. We hiv* intended, therefore,

to measure an excitation behavior in a backward region. In this report, we

wi11 provide the first syscemacic data for the reaction in CM angles greater

than 9Q° and photon energies above 500 MeV. As we 11 we expect our data will

stimulate a theoretical study on this reaction.

An alignraent of experimental apparatus consisted of a magnetic spectro-

meter and a photon detector as shown in Fig-1. The electron synchrotron of the

Institute for NucLear Study(lNS), University of Tokyo, was used as a photon

source. A bremsstrahlung beam hit a deuterium target. A recoil deuteron

passed through a counter hodoscope(H), which was made of uix finger counters

each 1(wide) x 2.6(high) x 0.3(thick) cm . Subsequently the deuteron traveled

through a multiwire proportional chamber (MWPC), a wedge type magnet, a pair

of counter telescopes (Tl and T2) and four hold drift chambers (DC's)

between the telescopes. One of photons decayed from v° was detected by the

photon detector which was a lead glass Cherenkov councer (C) located in the

direct ion of IT0 .



In this experiment, there were a lot of background events, some of which

would severely affect the wanted event yd •* trM. Thus the e-.ent identification

was performed by means of the prccedures mentioned belou.

As this reaction is a two-body process, the kinemat ical condition is

determined uniquely by the deuteron arm, that is, momentum and angle of the

recoil deuteron. However only a s ingle arm measurement was not easy to extract

the deuteron event out of copious background events. A simple but reliable

cethod to eliminate Che background events was achieved by using the photon

detector C in coinc idence with the deuteron arm. Then in off-line analysis,

two-dimensional discrimination was applied wich respect Co flight time versus

energy deposit in C. A further discrimination was done Co counter data for

ft ighc tiae versus pulse height distribut ion.

Events so obtained as above were reconstructed in space. Tracking in

front of the magnet was simply done by connect ing two points, namely center

of hit counter of H's and position of fired wire of MWPC. A track behind the

magnet was determined by using the data on four or three planes of DCs.

In Chis reconstruct ion procedure, events which had multiple signals in either

H or MWPC were thrown away. A reconstruction efficiency was estimated to be

82 X.

Since the momentum of the deuterons ranges from several to ten hundred

MeV/c, the present experiment was appreciably subject to the foIIowing effects

in materials along the deuteron path: (£) energy loss, (ii) multiple Coulomb

scat te ring and (Hi) nuclear interactions. As these processes cumulat ive ly

intervened, only a Monte '"arlo method would be practically applied to

corrections for energy resolution, angular resolution and acceptance af the

detector system. For this purpose, Monte Carlo data were generated by taking

into account the above items for the deuterons, a conversion rate of photons

into electron pairs along the path of decay photons and o spectrum of the

incident beam.

From the Monte Carlo simulation, the resolution of the incident photon

energy was estimated to be approximately 10 MeV. The angular resolution was

almost 1° in CM angle.

As tnenc loned above, the momentum and angle of the deuteron determined by

the kinematical reconstruction will have a systematic deviation from the

true values with which the event was originally produced. A calculation for

the acceptance, the re fore, was necessary to involve such a possible variation

of the kinemat ica L variables. Consequently the number of event s produced

originally at photon energy E and CM angle 9 has to be deduced from that

of observed at energy E and angle 6. Let N (E.,6 ) and N (E,9) denote the

Then N (EQ.9
O) would be obtained from N.(E,3) through a correction factor

F(EQ,60;E,9) defined by the expression

The correction factor W3S calculated by the Monte Carlo data.

The differential cross sections are plotted as a function of the incident

photon energy in Fig.2, where only statistical errors are indicated. Systematic

errors are estimated to be 9 %. Other experimental data are also shown for

comparison. At present we have few theories available for this reaction.



Here we cake a mtdel proposed by Nakamura et al. . The model is based on the In conclusion, ( 0 Che observed cross sections vary from 10 to 200 nb/sr

Glauber theory, where single and dquble scattering terms are represented by over the measured region, (2) the general behavior of the cross sections is

diagrams A and B in Fig.3, respectively. The vertex where photopion smoothly decreasing but shows an indication of small structures around 600 MeV

production occurs is described by the Metcalf-Walker amplitudes. In Fig.2, a n d 800 MeV, (3) the difference is obvious between the experimental data and

the theoretical curves calculated with a sum of the above diagrams are shown the theoretical cross sections based on the Glauber theory and (M to investi-

ac each scattering angle. g a t e Ch e structures and the difference, which may reflect an effect of the

dibaryon resonances, further accumulation of experimental date is required

From Fig.2, it is found that (i) the observed cross sections decrease u i c h a hett&r accuracy as well as theoretical study should be worked out in

exponentially with increasing the incident photon energy, (ii) there seems a m o r e comprehensive form.

to be sudden changes in slope around 600 MeV and 800 MeV, but wichin the

present level of errors, there is no distinct dip-bump structure as reported T h e a u C n o r s appreciate the operational staff for providing Che beam in

in Che elastic scattering *ct •* ud, (iii) the observed cross sections lie a g o o d condition. We also express our thanks co Messrs T. Kitami and

above the theoretical curves and (iv) there is a1significant excess of K> Uatanabe for their technical support in target preparation and detector

experimental over theoretical cross seccions in the energy range from 600 construction. Mr M. Ishii and Miss Y. Morishige participated in data taking.

MeV to 850 MeV. The data analysis was done by FAC0M M180IIAD of INS computer room. This work

was partly supported by a Grant-in-Aid from the Japanese Ministry of Education,

Reasonably to say that the reaction yd •+• nad would not be fully described Science and Culture,

within a scope of the model presented in Fig.3. Then it is plausible to

assume that the excess would be attributed to an effect of the dibaryon

resonances. The excess region corresponds to an invariant mass around 2.5

GeV. A possible candidate will be G,(2,A3 GeV) . It is worth while pointing

out a fact that Kanai et al. have conjectured one candidate of the mass around

2.5 GeV from data analysis of the elastic fid scattering. Siemiarczuk and

9) +

SielinsEci have reported an interesting signal in the nnir invariant mass

spectrum. To get closer discussion, it is necessary to polish up available

theories as well as to learn characteristic parameters of the resonances.
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